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Module One
Life Experiences

Unit One
Healthy Living





What’s the lesson going to be about ?

Guess the title of the unit .
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Read the text and guess the meaning of the 
highlighted words 





B
C
A



Aerobic
Building up
muscles

Press up
Stretching
Yoga

making heart 
and lungs strong.



Topic Sentence

Supporting details

Concluding sentence



train

building

to warm up



Ahmed enjoys swimming in the sea .
I’m good at speaking English .
I try to solve the problem by myself .

Omar is interested in studying Math .
6- They promise to visit us again next summer .
5-I prefer to have / having my lunch at home .





What’s the lesson going to be about ?



Football
Bowling

Fishing 

Billiards
Boxing
Archery

3 1
6

2 4
5



Running very fast over a short distance .

Throwing a heavy metal ball away by shoulder .





Jumping Once a week
She’s doing long 
distance runningRunning .

Twice a week He’s training with a 
specialist trainer .



She often goes roller 
 skating twice a week .
She usually practices 
 throwing discus once a week .She’s playing basketball now .

He’s doing shot put now.



Ali sometimes goes swimming on Friday .
He usually studies his lessons with me .
Ali never stays up late .
He is writing an activity now . 

Sample



Fitness Center

Improve your body muscles .

Improve your health .
Make friends .
Change your life style .



What’s the lesson going to be about ?



It shows that which types and 
food groups we should follow .

Fruit
Vegetables
Grains
Protein
Dairy

Fats
Proteins
Vitamins
Carbs
Water
drinks



Read and guess the meaning of the new words in 
bold .  





Vegetarianism is the key to a healthy life .

The advantages of the vegetarian diet 

The disadvantages of the vegetarian diet 

A balanced diet is the key to good health .





There’s less risk of obesity and heart diseases .

Paragraph 3 because it has the disadvantages of 
vegetarianism .

The writer agrees on a balanced diet rather than follows 
vegetarianism .

Yes, of course . A balanced diet is the key to a good health .



Doing exercises 

Sleeping early

Drinking much water

Drinking green tea

Eating fruit and vegetables

Eating dark Chocolate

Drinking organic juices



Why does everybody think that a healthy life style is very

difficult to follow ?A healthy life style is very easy but it needs
a will and a plan to do it well .

We should drink much water .It removes  

They are rich in vitamins and fiber .

Doing exercises is very important so I advise you all to keep

toxins .

Just start and you’ll enjoy . 

going to the gym .

Following a diet needs some types of food and exercises .

We should eat a lot of fruit and vegetables .

A balanced diet is the

Key to a good health .



Module One

Life Experiences
Unit Two

Life Events    



What’s the lesson going to be about ?

Guess the title of the unit .



Yes, I have . 

I have read about my school subjects and 
activities .

I have visited my school blog.



Read and guess the meaning of the following 
words:  





It’s easy to connect to the world and your voice to be 
heard .

To be able to log into my account easily .

images Log into – get in touch withcommunicate



Free

Importance of blogging and tips we must 
follow .

Blogs about sports .

Log in

To have fun .



Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No

No





Read and guess the meaning of the following 
words:  



No , I haven’t .

No , I haven’t .
Yes , I have .

Yes , I have .

Yes , I have .



Have you ever 
written a letter to a pen-friend ? 
seen an accident on a high way ?
made a charity party with your friends ?
bought a new computer game ?



What’s the lesson going to be about ?



No , he won’t .

Because his leg is broken .

May be , last week . Maybe , last year .

He won a race .

He feels happy and proud .

 found her family .
She adopted a boy and a girl .

Maybe when they were babies .
Maybe when he was walking home .

He lost his money .



I have been to club for 2 hours .
I used to go there every weekend .
I played football with my friends .
Really , It was the best moment .
My friend Ali fell in the swimming
pool .We’ve enjoyed our time a lot .

My friend Ahmed is sick today .
I have visited him to make sure he’s
getting well .He had a cough last night .
The doctor’s examined him 2 hours ago .
He has written some medicine
and asked Ahmed to stay in bed .



Yes , I have .

eaten Egyptian food ?

go and eat it ?

I went last Friday .

Yes , I did . The food was delicious .



Role-
Playing 



in order to
to

to

in order to

so that
in order to

so that



More than usual



Questionnaire
1- Do you feel happy when you face a new experience ?

Always Often Seldom Never

2- Do you think a new experience is good for your life ?
NoYes

Sample



What’s the lesson going to be about ?

Do you think life deserves to challenge for ?

What do you think of these pictures ?



Read and guess the meaning of the following 
words:  



Read and guess the meaning of the following 
words:  

v



It’s about physically challenged heroes .





By surviving and becoming an athlete .

The lack of many books in Braille .

Social Media 

To give good examples to the handicapped and others , not to give up hope and 
challenge .

She uses the method of writing invented by Braille .



Determination and challenge . 

They can share in sport competitions and go to work .  
They are capable of giving and are active in society .





Role -
Playing



loud
south
round coat

grows
photo





Module One

Life Experiences
Unit Three

How To Live





What’s the lesson going to be about ?

Guess the title of the unit .



I like police stories .

Yes , I do .I spend my free time nicely . 

It’s about crime and justice .



Read and guess the meaning of the following 
words .



Deception Doesn’t Pay Deception Has No Legs 





He found a quiet place outside the garage .Under a tree .

He set a trap and hid up in the tree to catch Don . 

He wants to convey a moral that deception isn’t working .
Hard work leads to better jobs and a better life  .

He was quick with his hands .He worked hard .



Writer’s Dad

Outside 
the garage

garage

Finally, Antonio set a trap and
 Don was fired .

Then ,Antonio discovered his trick .

became lazy and stopped working . Don

Antonio
Under a tree



I would speak face to face with Don .

I would give him less wages .



for
has increased since

forhas worked

has become

has been

since







What’s the lesson going to be about ?

Guess the title of the unit .



Guess the following 
meaning



All qualities of a person
except for hearty of food

All animals except
 for porridge food .

All verbs except for 
Leftover , a noun

All court words except
 for crowd , people



F
F
F
F

Stingy
angry

didn’t give

fair



Think , pair and 
share : 

was a stingy,greedy rich man .  

was a very poor man . 

was very fair and smart .



Frankly speaking , I would send the tajiri to jail . 

The tajiri was very selfish and stingy.
The village chief was very fair and just .



So + adjective that + sentence  
too + adjective to + infinitive



The exercise was too difficult to do .

The news is so good that it can’t be true . 

This mobile is too expensive to buy .



The Ahmeds
Last winter
cottage
Villa

The rich family ignored their 
neighbourhood .

They didn’t find their shelter .
The Ahmeds were very poor .

Life turned over and the Talals 
became poor .

He did his best till he made himself .
Ahmed searched for work .

Poor But Happy

The Talals



Last winter , The Ahmeds lived in a small cottage near 
The Talals’ large villa .It was too cold and they couldn’t
Find a shelter .Ahmed was a strong-willed man .He lived
Happily with his kids .Once , his wife asked him to go to

ask for some help .The Talals were greedy .
They just lived for themselves .But  Ahmed refused and worked hard
to feed his kids and he did .Life turned over and the Talals lost their
Wealth .The family broke up .They lived a sad and miserable life   .
The Ahmeds were poor but happy .Now , they are rich and happy too .

the Talals to





What’s the lesson going to be about ?

Guess the title of the unit .





Read and guess the meaning of the following 
words .





You have to take everything .
You have to dispose of your own rubbish .

They eat from the packages .

You use special equipment .

They can’t eat off plates .

They are very useful .
Oxygen is used for breathing .

Parachutes are used for landing on the moon .
Food and water to survive .



2

3
1

-



6- If you get sick , how should you behave ?
5- Is it easy to call your family ?
4- If there is a fire , how can you put it out ?
3- If you need to drink , how can you do 
that ?

2-How can you sleep ?
1- How do you eat ?





             Space is a dangerous environment and 
presents extremes of both hot and cold for the 
human explorer. To allow spacesuit cooling (and 
heating) systems to work most efficiently, they 
are made of material that reflects much of the 
incident radiation (mostly sunlight) that falls on 
them; hence, they are white.
          Another reason for using white material is 
that this helps astronauts to be visible to crew 
members, even in the darkness of the Earth’s 
shadow.



Module Two
Our Amazing 

WorldUnit Four
Unforgettable Past



What’s the lesson going to be about ?

Guess the title of the unit .



To help people 
 with cancer .

To give money  
to the poor  .

To provide  
shelters .

To provide food and 
medicine for people 
that suffer from wars .





Never give up .
Position of women in the 
past





She was a very special woman . She never felt despair .

Men were given a special treatment . Women were ignored .

To focus on the position of women and how much they 
suffered . 

Massouma Al-Mubarak  The first female government minister .









The test was cancelled by the teacher .

Some pictures were taken in the old town .



Cookies were saved in a jar .

An e-mail was sent last night .

A tree was watered yesterday .





We can help the poor live a warm winter .

We can do it together to relieve their suffering.

Never say it’s too difficult and start now .

We are waiting for your hand to help .



       Massouma al-Mubarak (born 1947) is Kuwait's first female 
government minister, sworn in on 20 June 2005. She was 
educated in the United States and is a professor of political 
science.
          She has been active in the field of equal rights for 
women and also writes a daily column for Al Anba 
newspaper. In 2002she collected signatures on a petition 
opposing segregation by gender or abolishing coeducation 
in Kuwait.



What’s the lesson going to be about ?

Guess the title of the unit .



A popular and traditional story .

The dragon SlayerWhy cats chase rats 



cottage

exceptionally

begged
submissive

plunged in



Where did Huw live ?

How did the silver cows disappear ?

Why was Huw sad ?
When did the silver cows disappear ?









the tiger bit him .

I saw an accident .

I was driving my car .

, I fell asleep .





What’s the lesson going to be about ?

Guess the title of the unit .



Trading Sailing , 
fishing 

Pearl 
diving

Building 
ships



during 















Black suits , nose clip , neck basket and toe 
anchor .

Yes , I think so .To remind new generations of their past .
We must take pride of our past .





Style of life in the past 
Old ways of  
entertainment 
Types of houses

clothing
food

Types of houses 

Modern ways of 
 entertainment 

Style of life today

Old transportation Modern transportation







What’s the lesson going to be about ?
Guess the title of the unit .















F
T
T
F



3
1
2
-







bigger

the richest
the cleverest

bigger than
stronger than
heavier than 
cheaper
funnier
prettiest

longer
prettier



oldest 
better

more interesting



China is bigger than Kuwait .
Turkey has more population than Kuwait .
Kuwait is bigger than Bahrain .
Canada is colder than Kuwait .





What’s the lesson going to be about ?
Guess the title of the unit .



Think , pair and share : 

Yes No

Dry Hot Cold 

Africa Asia 



Think , pair and share : 

camel

sand

oasis

tent nomad

animals



Think , pair and share : 

Kalahari Desert in Africa .
Car 
Lions , giraffes and elephants
Dry , hot sunny and rainy .





Stu isn’t as tall as John .
Taiwan isn’t as big as China .

Mine isn’t as new as Randy’s cell phone .
Science isn’t as interesting as History .
Colour movies aren’t as bad as white and black movies .
Candy isn’t as healthy as apples .
Cats aren’t as noisy as dogs .



not as difficult as

as easy as

not as windy as

 as delicious as



it isn’t as powerful as the new car .
not as difficult to carry as the package .

as easy as the calculator .
not as tall as the right tower . 





I am not as fast as my friend .

I am as old as my friend .
I am not as tall as my friend .
I am as good as my friend in playing football .

My friend is not as good as me in playing tennis



                 Mars is approximately half the diameter of Earth with a 
surface area only slightly less than the total area ofEarth's dry 
land. Mars is less dense than Earth, having about 15% 
of Earth's volume and 11% ofEarth's mass, resulting in about 38% 
of Earth'ssurface gravity.



What’s the lesson going to be about ?
Guess the title of the unit .



Kuwait National Museum
Sheikh Abdullah Al Salim Cultural Centre

Scientific Centre
Kuwait House of National Works Museum

Tareq Rajab Museum of Islamic Calligraphy 



Think , pair and share : 





Think , pair and share : 

The museum has a collection of over thirty thousand items .

It was founded to share knowledge and preserve the heritage .

variety – groups - list

It makes me think of the past – culture –traditions .

give a place 



Think , pair and share : 

It’s the Mona Lisa . 
The most famous painting in the world .
It was painted by Leonardo da Vinci .  



Think , pair and share : 

To learn about the past and show their culture to visitors .

Old antiquities , statues and photos of martyrs .

We get information about the past and history of the country .

Keep calm . Don’t touch windows – No noise  
– Let private things out . No photography .



Think , pair and share : 

There will be statues of famous figures .
There will be photos of old Kuwait Towers .
There will be models of old Liberation Tower .
There will be models of old villas .
There will be models of old cars  .
There will be photos of old desert  .



Think , pair and share : 














